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Market Overview Market rebounded after the recent decline, HSI jumped 88pts to 28,204 
with HKD64b turnover. Jerome Powell signalled that Fed will cut interest 
rate at end of July, this will boost HK stocks to move higher today. 
China’s June CPI came in at 2.7%, in line with expectation, this was 
mainly driven 8.3% rise in food prices.   

Sector News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

China Power Technology  
As China increasingly shifts to renewable energy sources and accelerates electrification, there is a 
structural growth opportunity in the power equipment sector driven by demand for a more efficient, 
digitalized power transmission network. To build out this network, China will need to boost its power grid 
with 18k km in UHV transmission lines. China needs to spend (1) spend RMB203b capex in ultra-high-
voltage lines, (2) RMB1,030b in distribution networks during 2019-21.   

Company News 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Angang (347 HK) 
It is expected 2Q profit to improve substantially from 1Q profit of RMB417m, supported by recovery in 
unit steel profitability of HRC (flat-steel) in April and May. However, profitability may be under pressure 
again after June given the rising iron ore prices.  
 
Xinjiang Goldwind (2208 HK) 
Market expects China’s offshore wind capacity to grow rapidly over 2019/20/21 and total wind 
installation to reach 30/28/25GW respectively, on the back of: (1) improving economics, and (2) a rush to 
install driven by the recent tariff adjustment policy. Goldwind is well-positioned to benefit from this 
trend.  
 
Towngas China (1083 HK) 
Stock has underperformed peers by 40% over the past year due to investor worries regarding its higher 
profit exposure to gas connection business. Its current steep 30% valuation discount to peers is excessive, 
the stock may play catch-up.  
 
Longyuan Power (916 HK)  
Market expects its net profit to rise 6% YoY to RMB3,256m in 1H19: (1) wind farm utilization up 3% YoY, 
(2) wind tariff up 1% YoY due to 3ppt VAT cut to 13%. The stock is inexpensive at 7.7x FY19F PER and is 
cheap against peers.  
 
Huadian Power (1071 HK) 
The VAT cut by 3ppt to 13% on 1 April 2019 is causing on-grid tariff to rise RMB0.009/kWh (or 3%), market 
is revising up profit forecast by 6%-8% for FY19F-21F.  
 
Beijing Int’l Airport (694 HK) 
BCIA’s lower-than-expected int’l passenger growth in 5M19 (up only 4.3% YoY) could indicate a greater 
trend of slowing international passenger demand. Coupled with an overarching downtrend in premium 
passenger spending, there is increased pressure on international passenger and non-aeronautical revenue 
growth in FY19F.   
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